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False labeling 

Though the some of the labels may read not for human 

consumption, some store owners and employees 

encourage customers to smoke the substance to get 

high – even to the point of instructing them how to do 

so. This false labeling is in place to skirt the law. 
 

Dangerous effects 

Symptoms can last for hours or even days, or worse, 

they can be fatal after a single use—which is happening 

all over the United States right now!  

Since these drugs are highly addictive, one of the signs 

of synthetics abuse is compulsive use despite the harm 

that is being experienced. 

Hazardous materials found in a recent strain of  

synthetics include bleach and rat poison. 

 

Unlike anything we have ever seen before 

People are purchasing a substance they believe acts like 

marijuana because the drug is supposed to mimic its 

effects in the brain. The truth is, the body reacts  

completely different—especially from  

IMPORTANT!! 
The abuse of these drugs are not only 

dangerous and potentially addictive to 

the user, they can also be dangerous – 

even fatal - for children or people in 

the vicinity, due to violent behavior 

and loss of awareness in the user. 

person to person—with the use of  

synthetic cannabinoids. The packages  

contain dried plant material—NOT from 

the marijuana plant—sprayed with various 

man-made chemicals intended to produce 

a euphoric-like effect on the user,  

including a more intense high than they 

have ever experienced. This intense high 

causes damage to the brain and other vital  

organs.  

“I just want to try it one time” 

Trying it just one time is all it takes to 

lose your life—or worse—to have to live 

with the damage caused by this poison! 

Please call 911 immediately if you suspect synthetic marijuana use. It could save a life! 

We VOW to help our community and to spread the 

word about synthetic drugs in an effort to save 

lives—not only in Oswego county and New York 

State—but for the benefit of the lives of people all 

over the United States. 


